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Paula Gilmore

A word from our CEO
The feedback we received was excellent and a good
time was had by all.

Dear Members
A meeting with the Minister for Health Simon Harris
took place in April. The Minister has forwarded
our submission to the HSE for consideration in the
context of the 2018 estimates. 2017 marks the 200th
anniversary of the discovery of Parkinson’s disease
and we are hopeful that this is the year that the
Parkinson’s Association of Ireland’s contribution will
be acknowledged through Government funding. We
also used this opportunity to call on the Government
to put in place more resources and supports for the
Parkinson’s Association of Ireland (PAI). We highlighted
the need for the much-needed neurologists and
nurses. This financial security would enable us to
implement our strategic plan recommendations. Work
is now completed on our strategic plan and we aim to
launch this document later on in the year.
A special thanks to all who pledged their support
to the campaign to access direct funding from
Government. We have received 2,000 signatures and
will keep this campaign going until the end of the year.
So if you have not already signed the petition contact
the National Office and we will send you a form. Please
ask as many family and friends to sign also.
We have made a number of changes to our website
and we hope you find it much more user-friendly and
informative.
The Donegal /Sligo clinic held in Killybegs hospital
and staffed by nurse specialist Paddy Browne has
commenced and referrals are increasing.
Thank you to Tony and all who worked so hard to
ensure a successful Golf Classic. The classic was held in
Howth golf club in aid of the Parkinson’s Association of
Ireland.
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Well done to Ted and the entire Cork group for
an excellent conference held in June. The next
conference will take place in Cavan on Sunday
8th October and is being planned and hosted by
the Cavan branch. We have an excellent line-up
of speakers scheduled for the day and booking is
essential. After Cavan we move on to Kerry with a
conference at the Malton Hotel, Killarney on Sunday
29th October. We will also launch our Stratigic Plan
at this event.
We are also planning a number of smaller meetings
around the country that will focus on the recently
launched Device Aided Therapy. The PAI in
collaboration with Dr Richard Walsh neurologist,
Tallaght Movement Disorder unit have developed
a series of three DVDS. The National office will
provide a nurse specialist to attend your area and
facilitate the showing of these DVDs. The nurse will
be there to answer any questions that you may have.
The DVD was designed to help alleviate concerns
from patients as they begin their journey with
advanced treatments. The DVD will show interviews
with Irish patients and their families. Dr Richard
Walsh will help you understand the challenges, sideeffects and potential benefits of each treatment
option. Nurse specialist Paddy Browne, University
Hospital Galway, will be contracted to deliver this
programme to local branches.
We are also holding a number of meetings around
the country in partnership with the Bank of Ireland
aimed at assisting members with on-line banking,
preventing fraud, staying safe online. The bank is
aiming to engage with active retirement groups.
This initiative was piloted in Galway and was very
well received.
Kind regards

Paula
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Kerry Conference
Parkinson’s Patient Conference
MALTON HOTEL KILLARNEY

Sunday 29th October 2017

Top Speakers include:
DR. HELENA MOORE
Neurologist
PADDY BROWNE
Parkinson’s Nurse Specialist
JESS O’DONOGHUE
Music Therapist
DEE DALY
Humanistic Psychotherapist
All Welcome
Free to Attend
Lunch provided

Registration Essential

To Register call
1800 359 359

Summer Raffle
The National Office would like to thank all those
who contributed to our Summer raffle. Thanks
to all those who bought/sold tickets to help with
this annual fundraiser. All winners have been
notified.

VHI Mini Marathon
A very big thank you to all the ladies who
walked, jogged and ran the VHI women’s
mini marathon in support of The Parkinson’s
Association of Ireland. Thank you for all the
time and effort that went into raising funds and
awareness of Parkinson’s. Please remember to
send in any sponsorship.

Your Comments
Let us have your comments and we’ll
post them here, in the next issue

Conferences 2017
Each branch will host a meeting which will be
attended by Paddy Browne, Parkinson’s Nurse
Specialist who will give a presentation on
Device Aided Therapies.
Please check with your local branch for details
on the date and venue for your conference.

Parkinson’s Association of Ireland, Carmichael House, North Brunswick Street,
Dublin 7 Tel: 01 872 2234 Email: info@parkinsons.ie Web: www.parkinsons.ie
Freephone Helpline: 1800 359 359
Company registered in Ireland No. 123532, CHY No. 10816
Registered address as above

We make every effort to be as accurate as
possible, and in the event of a mistake being
made, it is our policy to acknowledge it in the
following quarter’s publication.
The material herein is for your information only,
and does not represent advice. No changes to
your treatment regime should be made without
the prior agreement of your consultant or GP.
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Scientists find visual symptoms
that could help early
detection of Parkinson’s
MRI OF THE BRAIN MRI OF
THE BRAIN

Non-motor Parkinson’s symptoms may precede
the appearance of motor signs by more than a
decade.
How a newly-diagnosed Parkinson’s patient sees
things could provide important biomarkers for
early detection of the disease.
Researchers have found “significant
abnormalities” within the visual system brain
structures of Parkinson’s patients which they
believe can precede motor signs by a decade.

“

These symptoms are often
undiagnosed because patients
are unaware of the link to a
disease and, as a result, they
may be under-treated.

Parkinson’s disease is a progressive disease of
the nervous system caused by neuronal loss in
the brain structure.
The disease is characterised by tremors, muscular
rigidity and slow, imprecise movements.
Non-motor symptoms experienced by people
with Parkinson’s include visual alterations such as
an inability to perceive colours, a change in visual
acuity, and a decrease in blinking with can lead to
dry eyes, according to researchers.
“Although Parkinson’s disease is primarily
considered a motor disorder, several studies
have shown non-motor symptoms are common
across all stages of the disease,” lead researcher
Dr Alessandro Arrigo said.
“These non-motor Parkinson’s symptoms may
precede the appearance of motor signs by more
than a decade,” he said.
The researchers studied 20 newly diagnosed
and not yet treated patients – 11 men and nine
women – with Parkinson’s, and 20 age and
gender-matched healthy patients.
MRI scans were performed on both groups.
Researchers used an MRI technique called
diffusion weighted imaging to assess white

Image: Radiological Society of
North America
matter changes to investigation changes of the
brain’s grey and white matter.
The results showed significant abnormalities
in the visual system brain structures of the
Parkinson’s patient group.

“

Visual processing metrics may
prove helpful in differentiating
Parkinson’s disorders, following
disease progression, and
monitoring patient response to
drug treatment.

These abnormalities included alterations of
optic radiations, a reduction of white matter
concentration and a reduction of optic chiasm
volume.
“Just as the eye is a window into the body, the
visual system is a window into brain disorders,”
Arrigo said.
Arrigo added that future studies are needed to
better understand the timing of degeneration
in a visual sense, as well as the specific changes
that occur.
Article author: Hayley Halpin, thejournal.ie
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Parkinson’s Patient Conference
Ulster & Midlands
Hotel Kilmore Dublin Road Cavan
Sunday 8th October 2017
10am to 4.30pm

(with lunch & refreshments throughout the day)

GUEST SPEAKERS INCLUDE
Dr Richard Walsh Consultant Neurologist Tallaght Hospital
Paddy Browne Parkinson’s Nurse Specialist Galway University Hospital
Michelle Hall Senior Physiotherapist Disability Services
Ann Barr Senior Speech & Language Therapist
Dee Daly Humanistic Integrative Psychotherapist

All Welcome
Feel Free to bring along a family member or carer
Registration Essential
To Register Contact:
Parkinson’s Association of Ireland on

1800 359 359 or email info@parkinsons.ie
Or
Eileen Burke Smyth (Cavan Branch) on

086 242 6699 or email eburkesmyth@yahoo.com

Parkinson’s

Cavan

Association of Ireland
Parkinson’s Association
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Medications on Time
Medication is the main method used to
control the symptoms of Parkinson’s.
Parkinson’s symptoms happen when
levels of a chemical messenger in
the brain, called dopamine,
become too low.
Medications aim to increase
the level of dopamine that
reaches the brain and
stimulate the parts of the
brain where dopamine
works.
There are many
different medications
prescribed for
Parkinson’s. None
of them are
perfect, however
research into
treatments is
improving the options
all the time.
Every person with
Parkinson’s has a different
experience of the condition.
Your neurologist will aim to
find the best treatment for
you as an individual.

Medication in hospital
Problems with getting medication at the right
times are especially acute when people with
Parkinson’s are admitted to hospital, particularly
when they are on non-neurological wards. The
anxiety and distress caused by poor timing
of their medication can add considerably to
the normal stress experienced by people in
hospital.
The importance of individualising the dosing
of drugs for Parkinson’s has, and is being,
emphasised to general medical and nursing
staff, including seminars, publication and
information sheets and the Parkinson’s website.

Medication on Time
The more predictable and reliable you are with
your medication- the more predictable and
reliable your Parkinson’s will be.
When a Parkinson’s disease medication regime
is interrupted or disrupted by an admission to
hospital - and that means even just missing 1 or
2 doses of their medication - it can take hours,
days or even weeks for that person to stabilise
and get back to their position prior to their
admission to hospital.
Please make sure to fill out and keep the
“Meds on Time” page at the back of your
magazine.

walking on air
A huge thank you to our
member Frank Snowe
(Co Louth) and his
granddaughter Emma
McAuley who skydived in
Perth, Western Australia in
aid of PAI. Well done guys,
absolutely amazing photos.
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Beat of the drum
Drummer, Niall Power, has recently launched his book called “Timing is
Everything”. Niall estimates that he has worked with approximately 140 bands
during his career. He has been living with Parkinson’s Disease for the past 10
years or so. His book is available for sale on line at www.eprint.ie and also in
the following book stores. Farrell and Nephew, Newbridge. Barker and Jones,
Naas, Easons in Carlow and the Kilkenny Book Centre, with more to follow.

			

“

Poignant, humorous and
abidingly honest

For more information visit his website: www.niallpower.ie
We have two copies of Niall’s Book to give away to the first two callers
to the National Office 1800 359 359

Music to our ears
A casual
conversation
between
Deirdre
O’Malley
Occupational Therapist (OT) and
Kathleen Cosgrove Speech & Language
Therapist (SLT) around improving links
between Primary Care and the local
community resulted in this amazing
Parkinson’s Choir initiative.

users, such as increased vocal stamina, breath
support for speech, learning a new skill and
improved cognition. These goals were achieved
and, more importantly, the social context and
shared experience of participation in the choir
enhanced these objectives further.

All members of the Nenagh Parkinson’s
Association were eager and enthusiastic to run
with the idea of a choir. With the invaluable
support of facilitators, Marion and Michael
Burke, and two local musicians, Mary Shinnors
and Rita Gleeson, the choir met every week
from October to December 2016. This
culminated in an outstanding performance by
the choir at their Annual Remembrance Service
on 2nd December 2016. From the start, group
members remarked on how much they enjoyed
the opportunity to sing songs in this social
context. They also loved the heated debate,
rivalry and laughter around the choice of
‘county’ songs.

Much of the feedback also mentioned that
participants felt more confident with their
increased vocal strength and clarity: “My voice
was much stronger and I was able to speak
clearer”.

From an OT and SLT perspective, goals were set
around the benefits of singing for the service of

This was evidenced by feedback from the
group such as “The singing sessions have a
very positive effect on the group and we are all
in the same boat”.
“The choir has improved my overall wellbeing
and health and I have made new friends and I
hope the choir can keep going”.

The mood was always light hearted and easy
going with much banter. There was also a
sense of optimism and enjoyment. With the
voluntary help of local singer Shiela Chadwick,
the Parkinson’s Choir continues to meet every
Monday afternoon in the Nenagh Pastoral
Centre and is always glad to welcome new
members. If there is anyone you work with that
you think would benefit from getting involved,
please pass on the contact details of the
Parkinson’s Association or contact Marion Burke
on 087 296 7296.
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This year’s social weekend has exceeded all expectations. We had a
bumper, fun filled weekend.
We enjoyed a motivating talk from Dee Daly, Psychotherapist. We sang our hearts out
with Speech and Language Therapist Jess O’Donohue. We exercised, danced and
unwound with yoga classes. We enjoyed good food and each other’s company and
danced away into the night. Already looking forward to the Social Gathering 2018!

Sabrina organising the registration
table

la Gilmo
Pau
r

e

Parkinson’s Association of
Ireland Social GatherinG

2017

Pauline, Maureen and Sabrina

Ronnie Gillanders, Chair of Donegal/Sligo
Branch and Nicky Clarke, Board Member

Smovey Demonstration

Dr Ciara Clancy,
Beats Medical

Jess O’Donoghue,
Music Therapist

Beats Medical
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Set Dancing with Maureen Culleton

Dee Daly, Psychotherapist

Howth Golf Classic
This year’s National Fundraiser took place on Friday 28th/29th July in Howth Golf Club.
The Golf Classic was a tremendous success and over e29,000 was raised. The sun even came out on the day.
A great time was
had by all.
Special thanks to
Captain Michael
O’Connor and Lady
Captain Carmel
Walshe and all the
committee involved
in planning this
successful event.
A very special
thanks to
Committee
Member Tony
Brady and all
the Brady family,
especially Tony’s
wife, Frances, for
all their support
in raising much
needed funds for
the Parkinson’s
Association of
Ireland.
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Anxiety, Anxiety Disorders and Panic Attacks
In response to a large number of calls requesting information on anxiety we asked Dee
Daly, Psychotherapist, to write an article on the subject

It is widely accepted that Anxiety and Panic attacks
can co-exist with Parkinson’s. In fact, according
to the Parkinson’s foundation, an estimated ‘25
of 45 percent of people with Parkinson’s Disease’
will most definitely ‘experience anxiety disorder’
as a result of chemical changes in the brain due
to having Parkinson’s disease. From an Irish
perspective that would mean anywhere between
1,350 and 1,500 of the Parkinson’s Disease
population in Ireland are right now experiencing
some class of anxiety disorder and related
symptoms due to the condition. However some
individuals may suffer negative types of anxiety
and panic ever before a diagnosis of Parkinson’s
is made, as life experiences have provoked
anxiety disorders to cope with heightened stress.
From and within my experience of working with
individuals who have Parkinson’s Disease, the initial
diagnoses depending on how it is delivered can
have an exasperating impact on anxiety levels for
individuals. At other times there are individuals
with social anxiety that mistake their symptoms
as being that of Parkinson’s. Experiencing anxiety
does not necessarily mean panic attacks will
follow suit but more but often, they can, along
with depression. Indeed the three amigos, anxiety,
panic and depression can co-exist together to
manifest high levels of limitation and havoc in
one’s life in a myriad of ways. The latter is most
prevalent when anxiety and panic are associated
with changes in the chemistry of the brain as
previously stated. Clients have expressed and
described to me some of their most harrowing felt
experience’s, like not being able to socialise the
way they might like to and have entered into an
existence of isolation, fear and avoidance of life
itself. In turn the effects of isolation and avoidance
only add to the problematic symptoms that can

be associated with the Parkinson’s disease in
the first instance, many reporting the physical
symptoms of Parkinson’s Disease becoming worse
such as arms or hands shaking. Sometimes the
feeling of exposure and fear of being seen with
physical symptoms of Parkinson’s Disease. By
friends or work colleagues, can paralyse a person’s
movement and co-ordination because they have
social anxiety. However, like any condition, the
felt experience can be similar but is always unique
and different to each individual. Why? Because
no two people are the same or are capable of
experiencing anything in the same way. As most
of you know already, Parkinson’s Disease will not
affect all of the 12,000 diagnosed with Parkinson’s
in Ireland in the same way either. This article then,
is about creating an awareness of what anxiety
and panic look like, and to define them both. My
aim too, among others is to explore the following
questions that many of my client’s and their
respective family members have posed to me time
and time again; what exactly is anxiety and panic
and how does it come about? Importantly too, how
can one be enabled to work with anxiety and panic
attacks to limit or eradicate their negative impact
on one’s life? Is there a way? The good news is
there is a way, when individuals actively seek help
and are equipped with the right information and
support. From within my experience through
professional practice as a psychotherapist,
individuals have lessened and a greater amount
more have overcame the negative limitations
of their anxiety or anxiety and panic attacks
combined, making an all-round improvement
on depression and general well-being in their
lives and functioning within relationships. As
symptoms are unique to all individuals the
solutions unfortunately are not prescriptive, there
is no tablet that can magically take away anxiety
or kill panic attacks. Medications can be taken
to support or act as a crutch for individuals who
set about or continue on a journey to tailor make
personal fitted solutions. No quick fix exists, that I
know of, but healing can and does come about in
the practice of living everyday with the intention
to respond to life as opposed to reacting to life
situations, deliberate focus will need to be given
to how one thinks and behaves as a result of
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thinking. Discovery of core beliefs, values and
resulting emotions is a must on this journey. Upon
visiting such sights, awareness of the self is born to
empower the individual with choices, such as ways
of doing and thinking things differently in order to
lessen anxiety and overcome panic attacks.
What is anxiety disorder? Most of my clients
describe it as a sheer pain in the ass, a disturbance
to living a full life. Individuals have described it
to me as feelings and excessive emotions that
operate outside of their control. The impact is
usually negative and affects the way in which
a person thinks and can behave. Of course
everybody has anxiety, which is important for
motivation and living life, however the anxiety
being discussed here is seldom beneficial and
more so problematic. Anxiety can present itself
in many ways, have a look at the following
possibilities:
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s

s

s

dry mouth and/or difficulty swallowing
feeling tired all of the time
nightmares or very busy dreams
difficulty getting to and staying asleep
poor concentration
Mood swings
muscle tension and headaches other types of
body pain
rapid heart rate and breathing
sweating or trembling
diarrhoea or constipation (constipation is often
a sign I am not letting go of things in my life
that do not serve me)
flare-up of another health problem or illness
(e.g. dermatitis, asthma other Parkinson’s
conditions)
sexual problems, such as not having any sexual
feelings or being interested in sex, sometimes
being overly interested in sex.
becoming impotent

Behaving and Feeling indicators of anxiety
s irritability or constantly being in a bad mood
s worry or constantly feeling that something bad

is about to happen
s asking many unnecessary questions and
requiring constant reassurance
s being a perfectionist OCD symptoms
s adopting a mostly negative pessimistic outlook
and easily able to identify what may go wrong in
any given situation.
The human condition always tries to find coping
strategies when problems such as those listed

above exist. We try to eliminate the constant of
pain, uncomfortableness and, unfortunately, some
coping strategies that we adopt can increase
lack of wellbeing in life. For example; taking
increased amounts of alcohol, over and selfmedicating, eating more, gambling, and avoidance
of other people, things and social situations.
Such strategies in themselves then lead to further
problems. Identifying, acknowledging and working
with our anxiety is important. The DSM (an
abbreviated term for the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders) purports a definition
for anxiety and offers descriptive names for it’s
various manifestations; they include,
- generalised anxiety disorder – excessive and
persistent worry about everything
- obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) –
obsessions (recurring thoughts) and compulsive
behaviours (driven to repeat an activity
like checking if all the doors are locked or
excessively gambling or watching porn etc.)
- social anxiety disorder- a strong fear of being in
places with others or even in the open spaces,
fear will be intense and often accompanied by
a dread of not being able to get away, literally
trapped
- posttraumatic stress disorder- this is the reexperiencing in both mind and body traumatic
events that were actually life threatening to
the individual, some symptoms will include
heightened arousal and avoidance of trauma
related places or people
- substance –induced anxiety disorder- the
causation of such anxiety is in the name.
The most common types of anxiety I have seen
manifested, but is not the only form in Parkinson’s
Disease clients, is that of social anxiety disorder,
known also as agoraphobia and post-traumatic
stress disorder.
By now you might be saying to yourself, the
notion of anxiety can be and is a lot of things,
you might be wondering about your particular
understanding of what anxiety means now to you.
The term anxiety comes under the jurisdiction
of being an umbrella term. In other words, the
label anxiety, encapsulates many types of anxiety
disorders. However, as previously inferred, and
in my opinion, it is important to be aware of
anxiety as being a natural human response in
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life. Instinctively inherent anxiety is present at our
earliest developmental stages, functioning as
a necessary warning adaptation and protective
process to aid successful living. However it can
become a pathologic disorder when it starts to run
amuck and becomes an overzealous force working
outside of our control, negatively impacting on
the quality of life. According to the MerrimanWebster dictionary, dysfunctional anxiety alters
behaviour and mind-set and can be caused by
disease pathological changes in the body which
indeed can be the case in Parkinson’s Disease
suffers. The second aspect to anxiety being
pathological is when the resulting behaviours
and thinking become extreme, excessive and are
irrationally fear based. The fear can be paralysing,
leading to panic attacks. An example might be
when a person refuses to enter a hospital, as they
think, they will die from the bugs (that in their
mind) are just waiting to latch on to a host that
has embodied a disease already. Such a person
might give days trying to find ways of avoiding
the hospital to the point of actually becoming
physically sick or leading to a series of panic
attacks. In this way the fear is irrational, but stresses
the person out both emotionally and physically.
The individual sufferer may also experience
accompanying high levels of fatigue, insomnia and
depression.
Panic attacks may be part of an Anxiety Panic
Disorder, and very common if a person is
suffering excessive Anxiety and in particular
from Social Anxiety or Post-Traumatic Stress
disorder, explained in the previous paragraph.
The condition includes but is not limited to an
individual experiencing recurring panic, dread,
anxiety or panic attacks and a deep fear of future
attacks happening which they cannot control. In
the panic attack individuals have told me, they
can fear death itself and shame, in case anybody
else witnesses the attack that they feel they are
unable to control. Of course it is the latter issue
that encourages individuals to avoid going out or
mixing with others, which ironically only leads to an
increase in the panic attacks. Individuals who suffer
panic attacks initially feel intense fear or discomfort
but the trigger for the attacks is often outside of
their conscious awareness. Part of the solution to
becoming panic attack free, is to become aware of
the triggers and then create coping strategies to
deal with the trigger before it lends itself to being
in a panic attack state. According to the DSM at
least four or more of the following symptoms can

develop all of a sudden to reach a peak within ten
minutes when having a panic attack; palpitations,
pounding heart or accelerated heart rate, sweating
trembling shaking, shortness of breath, feeling
of choking or chest pain, nausea dizziness, lightheadedness, feeling of unreality or of being
detached from one’s self. Clients’ I have worked
with also shared strong feelings of being out of
control, going mad, numbness and notions of
impending death. Others have expressed feeling
unshakable worry of secretly having an awful illness
undetected, like a heart condition or that they are
developing dementia.
How does panic start in the body to enable panic
attacks? Again like anxiety, our panic ability is an
instinctive one there to protect us and is an innate
biological process since the beginning of the
human race. Alerting us to pending DANGER and
escapism! The mechanism at work is Fight, Flight
or Freeze! The body takes over and the rational
mind is suspended. Take a minute to think back to
a time when you reacted automatically to hearing,
witnessing or being part of something terrible in
your life. What did that experience feel like? Now I
invite you to go back to when you first heard you or
a loved one had Parkinson’s. Did you react or did
you respond? If you reacted did you automatically
think no way and go in to fright and then fight
or maybe you experienced hearing the news
as dangerous as a threat and then froze. Some
individuals told me they remember just existing in
a daze for a day, week or month. If you responded
and did not automatically react, you were able
with both body and mind to give thought to the
situation, what it meant, and decided rationally
on the action you were now going to take based
on information and support instead of reacting
without practical considerations. However you
may have assessed the Parkinson’s as a threat or
force to be overcome, and went into fight mode.
This is a biological response where, particular
body hormones such as adrenaline are released
by the sympathetic nervous system. Ultimately
this sets the person up to get ready for a fight.
On the other hand, if you perceive the danger
as being too powerful to overcome, the human
instinctive impulse is to outrun it (and the faster
the better). And this is the flight response, a
need to get away or get out of something fast.
Last, but certainly not least, is where the Freeze
reaction can take over. The danger is seen or
even imagined as being so powerful, that an
individual thinks and feels disempowered in
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every way, the process works in a matter of
seconds. This can lead to a person to feel total
numbness, disassociation from self, shortness
of breath, tingling, feeling paralysed, sweating
etc. The body is trying to release or escape from
crippling fear and perceived danger. That is why
panic attacks can frequently be understood as
symptoms of a freeze response that never had the
chance to “let go” or “thaw out” once the original
experience was over. Working with individuals who
suffered panic attacks, I have also discovered the
possible correlation between how a diagnoses
of Parkinson’s Disease was delivered to persons
unwittingly the Medical Professional provoked
fight, flight or freeze reactions from their patients.
Negative Panic reactions can happen for persons,
who had little knowledge of Parkinson’s in the
first place and atomically thought of images of
individuals such a Mohammed Ali. The imagery
succeeded in clouding personal perception
rendering rational judgement useless. This gave
way to dreaded illusions of a future that would
hold the same fate as that of Ali. One person said
to me on occasion, that the day they heard they
had Parkinson’s was the worst day of their lives,
because it was the day they thought they were
going to be wheel chair bound within a year and
then they would die. On further investigation the
individual realised mixing an old memory up with
something else. Once the person had a real reality
of what Parkinson’s was and what it may or not
mean for them, the panic attacks left. Some clients
have divulged to me they entered panic straight
after diagnoses was given, panic attacks started
that very day, thinking strongly, “this thing is going
to kill me or I am going to suffer dementia!” I have
experienced people, giving up on who they are
and forgetting what they can do. Leaving behind
their sense of self to become what they imagined
they should be because they have an idea of what
Parkinson’s wants them to be. When we lose a
foundation to who we are as individuals, the void
needs to be filled and that uncertainty of who I am
now, becomes loaded with fear and danger and
can lead to increased anxiety and panic attacks.
The next piece to look at is how do I support
myself to have my anxiety work for me as opposed
to against me? As humans we cannot rid ourselves
of anxiety, as it is innate within us. However, the
aim is to have its presence support us, not upset
us. The big thing here is letting go of the idea
that I need to be anxiety free. It’s more about
acceptance and then taking control. There are

very practical
supports we
can put into
place for
dealing with
anxiety and
panic attacks
and there is a
lot of information out there. A good starting point
may be getting a professional to talk to, doing
breathing exercises and relaxation. At the end of
this article I am attaching some of those exercises
for your convenience. However I strongly suggest
getting support to aid you in doing any of the
exercises mentioned. Talking to a professional, who
can facilitate you to recognise the trigger to your
particular anxiety and panic attacks is important
to support the creation of a personally tailor made
approach to working with both anxiety and panic.
The G.P. is a good starting point, he or she may
then send you in the direction of a counsellor
and psychotherapist. A professional in this area is
about facilitating you to uncover your core beliefs
about life, any dysfunctional assumptions you
have adopted into your thinking, that allow you to
behave in ways that create negative as oppose to
positive coping strategies in your life. A therapist
can encourage you to discover your automatic
thought process. What is it you are thinking? Why
are you thinking in this mode and, very importantly,
how does one’s thinking affect emotion (escalating
into panic attacks). In the case of the latter, it is
essential to discover what you are seeing as the
potential dangerous threat in your life. Destruction
of any myths associated with what we see as
dangers in our here and now is a potent exercise
to enabling the letting go of what has happened
in the past that might be affecting one negatively
now, in the present. The true reality of one’s life is
illuminated, empowering self-control and enabling
panic preventative measures. The individual takes
back control, lessens fear and negative anxiety.
Of course, the therapy room needs to be a
secure place where assumptions can be checked
out safely and confidentially. Awareness of our
thoughts is chiefly outside of our awareness, and
as negative thoughts have negative impacts on
our moods, feelings and actions, then it is essential
that a client in therapy comes to realise the
quality and capacity for negative ideation. Only in
thorough awareness and realisation can a person
be empowered to shine a light on what ails them
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from the shadows of their minds. The therapist is
charged with supporting the client to disempower
the unwanted negative impact associated with
what lurks in shadow.
Awareness of what is making me anxious and
that you are actually anxious in the first place
is important. Acknowledging the associated
emotion can and does lend a supporting hand to
the manufacture of more creative and effective
coping strategies to disempower what does not
serve me. Awareness will give way to the creation
of clear and beneficial coping mechanisms, saying
good bye to panic attacks, over consumption of
alcohol, addictions or other negative avoidant
coping strategies that one has veered towards.
The therapist facilitates the client to challenge
core beliefs, (that are often created in childhood
and desperately held onto to give meaning and
purpose to individual lives) when in-fact these core
beliefs have surpassed their sell by date a long
time ago to serve nothing else only dysfunction.
Simmons and Griffith (2014) put forward an idea
that if one filters information about life as being
chiefly negative or ‘square’, they will live life only
seeing and adopting such negative views about
everything. However, if a person filters information
with a positive outlook then all aspects of life
will be approached positively or from a ‘circle’
shaped perspective. Most of us can be in the
dark about how we filter information or about
how we choose to filter information not realising
how much we attribute to the shape of our own
thinking and existence. As we grow, the square or
circle becomes more rigid in our being. Ultimately,
psychotherapy will aim to support an individual
to becoming aware of their rigid filtering process
and gradually encourage more flexibility and less
fixated adaptations to shape life and situations.
The individual comes to see and realise how
conflicting and steadfast core beliefs can and do
lead to much negativity perpetuating emotional
anxiety, giving off the illusion of being trapped
and increasing the power of dysfunctional types
of anxiety and panic attacks. The therapist should
then work with the client to employ the most useful
and beneficial interventions. In my rooms, just
some of many techniques I work with are relaxation
and meditation. These can be very powerful to
initiate calm into an anxiety filled body.
TO SUMMARISE
Anxiety and panic are instinctive feelings, and
biologically based mechanisms in the body that

everyone experiences from time to time. They are
generally classed as normal emotional responses
to stressful situations but we notice their presence
more when they start to limit the quality of our
lives as they go into overdrive. From the latter
place, individuals respond by creating coping
mechanisms that in themselves can be maladaptive
reactions to manifest negative physical and
behavioural symptoms as outlined in the earlier
paragraphs of the article.
There are things we can do and practice without
going to a therapist, however the guidelines
given here are better realised with the support of
a professionally trained therapist. The following
are suggested techniques that some individuals
will find helpful. Note there are many more
interventions and coping strategies not mentioned
in this article.
MANAGING PANIC ATTACKS
Discover the trigger
What are my thoughts about, what is negative or
positive about them? Am I worried, what threat
is apparent? Acknowledge your thoughts and
worries.
At times of panic acknowledge to yourself
THOUGHTS AFFECT ONE’S FEELINGS; what
thoughts and emotions are affecting my feelings
right now? Note that in a panic attack my body has
taken over and is reacting to my feelings.

THE BODY REACTS TO THE FEELINGS
Aim to CHANGE your thoughts because the way
you are THINKING right now can change how your
body reacts. By practicing changing how you think,
panic attacks can lessen and eventually leave.
Becoming aware of my thoughts, my thinking
can permit me to think new things, that way my
negative anxiety can lessen, my behaviour will
change, this is called a coping strategy.
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COPING STRATEGIES
In a Panic Attack or at the onset of an Attack aim
to do the following:
• Find a safe place where you will feel less
exposed or that somebody you trust or feel safe
with is by your side. If driving, pull over.
• Control your Breathing
º Practice breathing as follows: Breath in
through your nose to the count of seven or
eight, hold your breath to the count of four,
and then exhale through your mouth to the
count of 8.
º Keep your concentration on your inward
and outward breath, but do not do this
exercise for more than three attempts in the
one go. Doing the breathing for more than
three attempts can increase your chances of
hyperventilation.
º This exercise can be very useful in a panic
attack but is even better if practiced every
morning before you even get out of bed.
Both awareness and relaxation is worked
through the body. The breathing exercise
can be repeated no more than three times in
one go, but I encourage doing the exercise
at various intervals during your day.
º This helps to lessen the effect of panic
attacks, and eventually weaken their duration
time.
º Remember to do this no more than three
times!
º Start by placing your hand on your tummy
º Breath in through your nose to the count of 8
º Feel your breath going down into your
tummy
º 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7and 8
º Hold your breath to the count of 4
º 1, 2, 3 and 4
º Breath out through your mouth for the count
of 8
º 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
• Say or think the words I am safe, this will pass,
relax
º Creating positive affirmations during a
panic attack or as a daily routine to bring
anxiety under control can be another
powerful exercise to do. Affirmations support
changing our thinking from square shaped
negativity to more flexible and positive ways
of seeing ourselves and the world. Ultimately
changing our thinking leads to changes in

feelings and then in our behaviour. When I
think myself safe, I will feel safe, undermining
the ability to be disempowered in the
presence of perceived threats.
• Question your negative thinking
º Do this in a panic attack but practice this
frequently during your day. Write down your
thoughts and have a time to review them
later on in your day. Work through them with
a therapist.
• Think positive thoughts as much as is possible
º As much as you can, and remember to keep
all positive thoughts realistic, and what
seems plausible to you. All individuals have
ideas around what positivity actually means.
In this scenario it is not about smiling for
the sake of smiling when experiencing what
seems to be the worst day of your life. It is
more about trying to find just one thing that
you can feel good about in that day and
thinking positively about the one thing.
• Talk to and reassure yourself
º Always realise a panic attack cannot kill you,
and it will pass. Everyday reassure yourself
with positive affirmations, acknowledge
when you work well through your panic and
anxiety. Reassure yourself that you are in
control, tell yourself that you are proud of
you.
• Give your anxiety and panic attacks a name
º Sometimes it is good to disempower panic
by naming it as something, less frightening
or empowering to you. For example if you
are going into a social situation where
somebody or bodies allow you to feel
anxious or threatened in some way, I find it
helps to call them and see them as mickey
mouse etc. Imagine a threatening figure of
authority as sitting in front of you with a hole
in their underwear
etc. Disempower
them in your
mind, this will
give way to
greater feelings
of confidence to
lessen anxiety
and even prevent
panic attacks.
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BRANCH NEWS
CORK BRANCH
Research
Dr. Sean Affonso, a researcher with the Neurology
Department, University College Cork is monitoring
watches which each member wore for a week. He
is researching Sleep, Diet and Mood in people with
Parkinson’s Disease. These members completed
detailed questionnaires. Members are looking
forward to the findings.

Annual Outing
The Annual Tour took place on Sunday 25th June
2017. The CPSG group departed from the Sacred
Heart Missionaries Carpark at 10am sharp. A
wheelchair minibus was available for members. We
stopped for coffee in Mallow and later for lunch at
the Woodlands Hotel in Adare, County Limerick.
We walked and shopped in Adare where there was
a multitude of places to see. A fantastic village.
We also spent some time in the Donkey Sanctuary,
near Buttevant. Many of the donkeys are getting
elderly and are known to the public. Nearly 500
once badly treated donkeys, are cared for in three
sanctuaries near Liscarrol. We returned to Cork by
7.30pm. The weather was perfect and everyone
had a great day, relaxing, eating and chatting etc.

Cork Patient Conference
The Cork Patient Conference took place on
Tuesday 20th June 2017. This date marked the 200
years anniversary of the identification of Parkinson’s
Disease. The cure is still elusive.
The number of people attending in 2016 had
increased to exactly 200 in 2017. The same number
of very tasty lunches were served at the conference
in the Kingsley Hotel, opposite County Hall on the
Straight Road! The entire conference event was a
feat of meticulous planning and organisation by
CPSG. The topics and speakers were excellent.
Cork chairperson Ted Horgan introduced
Professor Thomas Foltynie, Consultant
Neurologist at the Sobell Department of
Motor Neuroscience at the UCL Institute of
Neurology and National Hospital for Neurology
and Neurosurgery, London. Professor Foltynie
described surgical techniques including deep brain
stimulation which can provide symptom relief to

some individuals with Parkinson’s Disease who
are not adequately treated using medications.
Deep brain stimulation is currently unavailable in
Ireland. He Professor Foltynie gave an update on
his current research, published in the Lancet in
August which has revealed that a drug, Exenatide,
commonly used to treat diabetes could help
those living with Parkinson’s disease. Recent
studies suggest problems with insulin signalling
in the brain could be linked to neurodegenerative
disorders. In the latest study a randomly allocated
group of people with Parkinson’s were chosen
for to one of two treatments – either receiving
injections of Exenatide or a placebo once a week.
Anne Grover, a specialist neurological nurse with
the Bon Secours Hospital, gave a talk and practical
session on the help provided by the practice of
mindfullness for Parkinson’s disease. Mindfulness is
the psychological process of bringing one’s
attention to experiences occurring in the present
moment, which can be developed through the
practice of meditation and other training.
Dr Sean O’Sullivan is a consultant neurologist
in the Bon Secours Hospital Cork. Dr. O’Sullivan
discussed the importance of the multi-disciplinary
team management of PD. It is so important to
develop a cure, but very important too is has
been the development of support groups such
as the Parkinson’s Association of Ireland (PAI).
The PAI members are a huge source of practical
knowledge, social and emotional support, in
addition to keeping members involved in research
that can hopefully lead to a cure.
Jess O’ Donoghue, a Speech and Language
Therapist, gave a talk with a practical session on
the benefits of music therapy for people with
Parkinson’s.
Senior physiotherapist Trish Clifford in Oncology
& Respiratory, in the Bon Secour Hospital, Cork.
She has a special interest in oncology and exercise
prescription for cancer patients & neurology. Her
talk was on the importance of regular exercise and
she gave very practical advice and her presentation
was excellent.
A person with Parkinson’s, Tony Wilkinson, who
lived in London and now in West Cork, gave a
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powerful talk about the diagnosis of Parkinson’s
Disease, and his life prior and post the diagnosis.
He explained the sad and the happy times of life
with the condition. His talk was both moving and
inspirational.
Paula Gilmore, CEO for the PAI concluded the
conference and spoke the fascinating talks of the
day as well as the ‘turnout’ and of plans for the
future of the group.
In recent months a new group within the CPSG
have been meeting in Bandon, organised by Tony
Wilkinson, who is also hoping to set up a similar
group in Skibbereen for the West Cork area.
Mallow is another town suggested as another
place where a group may be initiated.
The CPSG coffee networking mornings are
continually becoming more popular with as many
as 43 people at the last event in August. These
sessions are held at 11am every second Monday
of the month at Oriel House, Ballincollig, which
is wheelchair friendly. Exchange of information,
queries and general getting to know other people
with Parkinson’s disease are a source of constant
chat and assistance from everyone in this very
happy group.
Contact Ted Horgan 087-2375558

Tipperary Branch
As Summer time is drawing to a close we look
forward with anticipation to a golden Autumn
and a harvest of activities with the Tipperary
Branch. Croke Park is not on the Tipp agenda
this September but we will be generous with our
compliments to our Galway & Waterford near
neighbors.
Instead we are contemplating with excitement to
the return of the weekly Monday Club PD Warrior
Class from 2 to 3 pm under the tutelage of Marion
Slattery Occupational Therapist and Sing Along
Choir with MD Sheelagh Chadwick and our regular
musicians Mary & Rita from 3pm to 4pm and most
important Cuppa & Chat from 4.to 4.30 pm. Venue
Nenagh Pastoral Centre, Church Rd, Nenagh.
A welcome is extended to all in The Parkinson’s
family to come and experience the friendship
craic and comradeship amongst the Monday Club
Members. Then you will be in a definite position
to ascertain if either exercise or sing along is for
you or not. There are so many positive aspects of
participating in both these activities and it also
allows Carers a 2 and a half hour break for personal

time. It is important to acknowledge our voluntary
helpers Clare Hanly and Catherine Cummins and we
welcome a new lady to our voluntary team Kathleen
O’Leary.
Elsewhere in the magazine there is an article which
was published in HSE “In House Magazine” on the
Sing Along Choir We wish to acknowledge the drive
and commitment of Deirdre O’Malley OT, Kathleen
Cosgrove, & Evelyn Norton Speech Therapists
with the HSE. This project is creating great interest
among HSE Personnel through out the country not
just for Parkinson’s patients. Further information
if required by P.A.I. members in any branch is
available by contacting Marion Burke 0872967296
PRO Tipperary Branch and Coordinator/Facilitator
of Nenagh Support Group. Let us share our ideas
and activities for the benefit of all in the Parkinson’s
family. We are not in a competition we are all playing
on the one team.
On Tuesday evening 30th May Thurles Support
Group held their Annual Mass in the Chapel of the
Community Hospital of the Assumption, Thurles and
celebrant was Fr. Martin Keyes with beautiful hymns
by the Upperchurch Youth Choir under the baton of
Hannah Carey they also participated in Mass at the
Basilica in Knock on Wednesday 19th July well done
to this lovely choir. While members may change over
the years this choir has participated in many events
for our Branch both religious and social.
The Chairperson of the Tipperary Branch Michael
Burke, and Marion PRO of the Tipperary Branch
attended the July meeting of the Clonmel & District
Support Group to outline the regulations and
general guidelines for those intending to form a
support group.
We have lost two of our members recently Tommy
Cunningham in April and most recently Imelda
Bishnauth in August. Both passed away rather
suddenly and our condolences to both families on
their loss. It is a sad time for all of us, not only do
we lose the Parkinson’s person, but we also lose
the family member who is their Carer. There was
no meeting in August allowing people to have a
holiday. Meetings will resume again in The Hotel
Minella on Tuesday 5th September from 10.30
am until 12.30 pm. Meetings always take place on
the first Tuesday of the month. Guest Speaker for
September is John Ryan who will give a talk on
living and working in Syria, which will give us a more
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informed insight on the daily lives of the middle
eastern people.
The Tipperary Education & Training Board have
allotted 24 hours in support of our group. We are
planning on perusing Yoga & Art and any other
requests of members of the group.
An outing to The National Stud & Japanese
Gardens is planned for September 20th so
important to get your names down as places on
the bus are filling quickly.

second in the Clay Pigeon Shoot.
Our condolences to two of our members Maud
Powell on the death of her husband Robert
(Robbie) and to Dan Bergin on the death of his
wife Gemma.
Contact Marion Burke 087 296 7296

Louth/Meath Branch

Tipperary Branch and Clonmel & District Support
Group are aiming to secure a Parkinson’s Nurse
Specialist for Clonmel and district talks are still
ongoing.
Kathleen Molloy from
Louth/Meath branch
with Brian Magenniss

The Annual Flag Day in Clonmel raised €1,565
after expenses our thanks to all who helped to
make the day such a success.
Congratulations to Monday Club member Jim
Barry who recently represented Tipperary in the
National Clay Pigeon Shoot in Ardee, Co. Louth
and who came second in the competition. Jim’s
determination and courage in his fight against
Parkinson’s Disease is an encouraging signal
to all of us that we endeavor to slow down the
advancement of the disease in our own individual
circumstances.
On Friday night 30th June we had our largest
attendance yet at a Social Night/party. It was
a cracking night of song, music & laughter.
Our thanks to all the entertainers who gave of
their time so willingly and voluntary including
our Monday Club musicians Mary & Rita and
MD Sheelagh Chadwick, not forgetting family
members, carers and friends who provided such a
variety of entertainment.
A scrumptious feast of seasonal home made cakes,
flans and tarts etc. tempted all to forget about
diets. Our thanks to all the ladies for organising
such an appetizing feast.
Friday 21st July we hit the trail for Cashel where in
Bru Boru we enjoyed a delicious dinner followed
by an inspiring concert in the shadows of the
glorious Rock of Cashel.
Monday Club resumes in The
Pastoral Centre on Monday 11th
September and every Monday until
the New Year.
Photo shows Jim Barry showing the
Monday Club his medal for coming

On Monday, 12th June we had a very successful
meeting in the Boyne Valley Hotel, Drogheda with
Guest Speaker, Mr Brian Magennis, Parkinson’s
Disease Clinical Nurse Specialist. We had a large
attendance on the night.
Brian introduced himself to the group and
explained a little about his work as a Parkinson’s
Nurse Specialist in the Mater Hospital. He then
followed with a Question and Answer session from
the floor.
Some of the topics covered were:Medications
Understanding your medications and sticking to a
schedule will provide the greatest benefit from the
drugs and avoid unpleasant “off” periods due to
missed doses.
Interaction between Protein and Levodopa
To be aware of the interaction between dietary
protein and Levodopa, both of which compete for
absorption . It is recommended therefore to take
your medication half an hour before food or an
hour afterwards, as taking protein at the same time
as your medication can interrupt the absorption
and effectiveness of your medication.
The importance of adding fibre to the diet.
The importance of exercise for Parkinson’s
patients.
During the Question and Answer session Brian
explained the terms ON and OFF with regards to
medication. He also explained FREEZING GAIT
and suggested some ways to overcome it.
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Before the tea break
the Chairman, Eamonn
Johnston, and Secretary,
Fidelma Leahy, made a
presentation to outgoing
Treasurer, Kathleen
Molloy and thanked her
for all she had done for
the Branch since it was
founded
Kathleen is still working with the committee and is
easing our new Treasurer, Patrick Walsh, into the
job.
During the break Brian Magennis spoke on
an individual basis with anyone who wanted a
personal word. (I’m not sure Brian got time to have
his cup of tea on the night, as so many wanted to
talk to him) .
We greatly appreciate the time and effort Brian
made to attend our meeting after a day’s work in
the Mater Hospital.
Over the summer we continued to hold our
afternoon coffee sessions once a month at venues
in Dundalk and Drogheda. These have proved very
successful as it is good for those newly diagnosed
with Parkinson’s disease and existing members
to meet and chat and exchange experiences in a
friendly relaxing manner.
We hope to continue these monthly support/
coffee afternoons alternating with Drogheda
and Dundalk on the last Monday of each month
at 3pm. Our next coffee afternoon will be in the
Boyne Valley Hotel, Drogheda at 3pm on Monday
28 August, 2017. Following that next coffee
afternoon will be in the Crowne Plaza Hotel,
Dundalk on Monday 25th September, at 3 pm.
All are welcome along with their partners/family
member or carers.
Contact Eamonn Johnston 085 164 9985

Young Parkinson’s Ireland
Beautiful Clew Bay with its sparkling collection of
islands, the town of Westport glistening on the
horizon, and the Western Atlantic Ocean lapping
up gently on the rugged Mayo coast. There is
nowhere else to view this panoramic vista other
than the challenging slopes of Croagh Patrick,
Ireland’s ‘holy mountain’; a place of pilgrimage for
centuries.
Of course, none of these spectacular sights were

visible to any of us from Young Parkinson’s Ireland on
July 1st. when we assembled for what we had hoped
would be a lovely summer’s walk to the summit.
Well, it rained all the way up. And it rained all the
way down. Then it rained some more, just in case
any of us thought it might ease off. As a place of
pilgrimage it was quite appropriate that the rainfall
that day was almost biblical in its proportions.
What we weren’t able to see at least didn’t distract
us from completing the walk safely and all of us
made it back for well-earned refreshments and a
chance to meet new friends. For me, this was my first
Young Parkinson’s Ireland event and I was delighted
to be there. After a while I didn’t even notice the
pools of water flowing from my ‘raingear’!
Our next event is planned for Glendalough on the
9th September. We plan to do another walk so we
hope to see you there, weather permitting. In reality,
rain or any inclement weather isn’t going to stop us.
Neither, of course, will PD.
You may have seen articles in recent times about
Smovey Rings, a fitness tool based on exercise and
vibration, invented by an Austrian tennis player with
Parkinson’s. Using these has made a huge positive
impact on my mobility and quality of life. In April I
took part in the first training program held in Ireland
to become a licensed Smovey Coach, and I hope
to start holding classes in September for people
with Parkinson’s - see Facebook for classes. Clare
Connolly
European Patients’ Forum (EPF)
EPF is an umbrella organization that works with
patients’ groups in public health and health
advocacy across Europe. Our members represent
specific chronic disease groups at EU level or
are national coalitions of patients. EPF helps
to empower patients’ organizations through
educational seminars, policy initiatives and projects.
We coordinate best practice exchanges between
patient organizations at European and national
levels. Our programs also help to strengthen their
organizational and advocacy capacity. In early
July Forty People selected from across Europe
gathered in Vienna for the EPF Forum to become
Young Patient Advocate. The aim of the program
is improving Leadership Skills and Overcoming
Discrimination. Representing Ireland is Clare
Connolly who is a member of Young Parkinson’s
Ireland. Clare’s project for the event is a booklet
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for Younger Parkinson’s Patient which Clare will
present to the EPF form 2018.
Young Parkinson’s Ireland (YPI) Strategy Plan
On Saturday the 12th August Young Parkinson’s
members gathered in the Clarion Hotel in Liffey
Valley to come up with the strategy of YPI 2017
to 2020. It sets out YPI ambitions, priorities,
and determination to make an ever-greater
contribution to the lives of people living with
Young Onset Parkinson’s. Over the next three
years, we will focus on building and developing
our organization and extending our reach in
a way that makes YPI most relevant to people
living with Young Onset Parkinson’s including
Partners, Family and Friends. Without its
members YPI and PAI cannot reach it ambitions
and goals for the next 3 years so as Chairperson
of YPI I am calling on members to become
involved and provide input into shaping the
Strategy of YPI.
Contact Joe Condon 086 267 6371

Cavan Branch
Things are getting hectic in the Cavan Branch at
present as over thirty of the branch members along
with a family member prepare to head off to the
Annual Social Gathering in Athlone, in September
for an overnight stay – look out Athlone!
In addition the committee, in conjunction with
Head Office are busy preparing for the Parkinson’s
Mid Ulster Conference which is being held in the
Hotel Kilmore on Sunday 8th October 2017 (please
give your name/s to Eileen 086 2426699 or to Head
Office 1800 359 359 if you hope to attend for the
purposes of having numbers for food!) People
from Cavan and surrounding counties living with
Parkinson’s Disease or family members or carers
with an interest in Parkinson’s are also welcome to
attend.
On top of all that two of our members are very busy
in the Cootehill area – Danny Byrne is running for
Mayor of Cootehill and all proceeds of his campaign
will go to the Cavan Branch of the Parkinson’s

Bank of Ireland Digital Arrows
The Arrows
are a team of
advisors who
provide digital
training,
support and
knowledge
to community groups and customers.
They engage with active retirement
groups, transition year students,
business customers, farmers,
community groups and now members
of The Parkinson’s Association. They
hold events at hotels, community halls
and libraries.
In 2016 the Digital Arrows welcomed 30,000
participants to join their Tea & Teach sessions.
Tea & Teaches are fun, free and for everyone.
They provide informal teaching on the basics
of the internet and digital world. Describing
how one of these session works, Frances
Boyce, Manager BOI Digital Arrows explained,

“The Tea and Teaches we have already held
with members of the Parkinson’s Association
typically covered tips for staying safe online
and contactless visa debit card payments. The
purpose of the session is find out exactly what
the participants are struggling with, break it
down into small steps and allow plenty of time to
practice and ask questions.
The Arrows meet hundreds of people every
week so they are very experienced and ensure
that what they are sharing is practical and userfriendly.
We are delighted to offer our service country
wide and we can ensure we have the material
ready to meet whatever Digital need your group
may have.
We are also holding a number of meetings
around the country in partnership with the
BOI aimed at assisting members with on-line
banking, preventing fraud, staying safe online.
The bank are aiming to engage with active
retirement groups. This initiative was piloted in
Galway and was very well received.
Bank of Ireland will contact each branch Chair
directly to arrange a meeting. You can also check
out www.bankofireland.com/digiarrows
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Association. In conjunction with Danny’s campaign,
Margaret Fox is organising a Sponsored 5K Walk
in memory of her mother who also lived with
Parkinson’s for many years The walk will take place
on 10th September at Maudabawn and again all
the proceeds will be included as part of Danny’s
campaign for the Cavan Parkinson’s Branch.
Sponsorship cards are available from Danny,
Margaret or Eileen or alternatively you can sponsor
any of our members who are doing the walk!
The branch recently had a pleasant outing to the
Crover House Hotel for afternoon tea followed by
a talk by two Occupational Therapists from the
HSE, Cavan area. The talk was informative and a
good discussion followed with useful feedback for
the OT’s as well as some suggestions that could be
followed up by the branch or at the County Cavan
Disability Group meetings by our representatives
Paddy Conaty and Danny Byrne.
It is with deep regret that the branch notes the
passing of one of our relatively new members,
Des Fallon on 13th August 2017. Des was a true
gentleman and enjoyed our functions and meeting
people. Our sincere sympathies to his wife Ann
and his sons and extended family – Ar dheis Dé go
raibh a anam.

A huge thank you to the Paul Myles
Memorial Run Committee who presented
the Cavan Parkinson’s Branch with half of the
proceeds of their event this year. Similarly
a big thank you to Crannog Bridge Club
who also ran an event in aid of the Cavan
Parkinson’s Branch. Both organisations
also allowed us an opportunity to gather
signatures for the Petition organised by Head
Office. Thank you also to all the members
in the Cavan Branch who have gathered
signatures to date – so far we have sent off
880 signatures to Head Office!
Contact Paddy Conaty 087-2798811

South Kerry Branch
On 11th September we will start back with
our monthly meetings. We hope to get good
attendance and make plans for the coming
months.
We presented a picture to our Lady of
Lourdes Nursing Home, remembering all
people with Parkinson’s and to thank them
for their kind work in looking after the late
Jack McCrae. He will be greatly missed.
Contact Grace McCrae 064-7758837

Grace McCrae President of the Kerry Parkinson’s Association presents a painting to Our Lady of Lourdes Caring home
Killarney in appreciation of the care they gave her late husband Jack. Front row l-r: Patience Williams, Grace McCrae,
Noreen Riordan. Back row: Justyna Nowak, Magda micka, Connie Doolan, Claire Nagle, Brenda Edmonds, Trish O’Rourke,
Ellsie McDonnell and Linda Smith

Photo courtesy of Kerry’s Eye Newspaper
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Éacht iontach Ronnie Delaney
Trí Scór bliana ó Shoin, 1956
A similar version with a few extra sentences
in English below:-

Nuair a toghadh an
fhoireann Oilimpeach chun
dul go dtí an Astrail trí scór
bliana ó shoin, ba bheag
nár fágadh Ron Delaney
ar lár! Ba é vóta deiridh
cathaoirleach an choiste a
chinntigh é.
Tá an ghlún sin lenár bhain an sár
reathaí Ron Delaney, sna hochtóidí
anois. Is deacair a shamhlú an
mheanmnacht a chothaigh éacht iontach
Ron i measc Éireannaigh, ní amháin i gcúrsaí
spóirt ach i ngach gné den saol.
Ní raibh RTE ar an saol ag an am sin, ach thí BBC
ar fáil dúinne a bhí in ár gcónaí congarach don
teorainn.
Rith Ronnie rás sárchliste. Bhí sé chun tosaigh
ar na réaltaí rásaíochta ab fhearr sa domhain
ag an am sin. Thaispeáin sé na sáile do Murray
Halberg, Brian Hewson, John Landy agus Herb
Elliot agus bhí sé fiche slat chun tosaigh orthu ag
an Téad.
Bhí pictúir iontach de Ronnie le feiceáil ar fud an
domhain an lá dár gcoinn, é ar a dhá ghlúin ag
gabháil buíochas le Dia agus ag cur comhartha
na croise ae féin ag deireadh an rása. Bhí lámha
John Landy eimpeall ar Ronnie agus é ag gabháil
comhghairdeas leis.
Focal scoir don eagarthóir. Tá mise trí mhí níos
sinne ná Roinne. Ar son na glúine sin agus iad
sin nach maireann, beimid faoi fiacha duit riamh,
Ronnie.
Go maire tú slán.
Seamus Ó Muinneog, Bealtairbirt, Co. An
Chabháin, Cisteoir ar Cumann Parkinson’s An
Cabhán

Cavan

Parkinson’s Association

Ronnie Delaney, boast of the
fifties!
The Olympics of 1956. The
classic track event – the 1500
metres. You did us proud!
You lifted the nation to new
heights!
Ronnie, you had a
seismic influence on your
comtemporaries of that time.
You are now hovering over the
eighties. Others of the same
vintage who are alive remember
the slip of a lad who had to make his
own way to Melbourne and delivered.
We were proud to be Irish. The fastest submilers in the world were reined in. You qualified
from the heats with little to spare.
Murray Hamburg, Brian Hewson, Herb Elliot and
John Landy were sub 4milers, a barrier that was
broken by Roger Bannistor in 1954.
The final lap contained the best in the world. At
the bell Delaney was near the last but gradually
moved up. Timing was essential. At the bend
the famous Delaney kick started. Sixty yards
from home he passed the pack, John Landy
was in sight. Landy surely felt the race was his
for the taking. He had not anticipated the flying
Irishman. Delaney passed him with 20 yards to
go and breasted the tape on his own.
He fell to his knees, blessed himself in
thanksgiving and was embraced by the gallant
Landy. The border with Northern Ireland had the
TV connection with B.B.C. Further south they got
the news on the radio.
Ronnie, your photo on the front of the Irish
Independent with Katie Taylor brought back the
memories of the period and the seismic effect
your feat had on your comtemporaries. You
lifted the nation. We your comtemporaries of the
period owe you in a big way.
Seamus Minogue, Treasurer, 			
Cavan Parkinson’s Association
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Please attach this form to my file
To be handed to your Doctor and used for planned or unplanned admission to hospital.
I am living with Parkinson’s Disease. I may have difficulty speaking or writing clearly. My
condition may deteriorate if my medication is not taken at the correct times prescribed for me.
I WILL NEED A FULL GLASS OF WATER PER PD TABLET
Name
Contact Number
Next of Kin

Contact Number

Doctor/Neurologist

Contact Number

Name of PD Medication

Dosage

How Often

Other Medication

Don’t leave it until there is an emergency to fill out this form.

By asking your Health Care Professional to attach this to your file you
will be helping them to manage your condition while you are in hospital.
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